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[Safe Systems of Work for Cell Fires](#)
1. Executive Summary

Background

1.1 This instruction updates and replaces PSO 3803 Fire Safety Policy and PSI 13//2009 and amalgamates them into one document.

Updates

1.2 This document outlines the requirements on the Responsible Person under the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 with regards to providing a fire safety compliant environment in Public Sector Prisons

Purpose

1.3 The purpose of this instruction is to ensure that Directors, Deputy Directors of Custody, Heads of Groups/Units and Governing Governors have in place a system for effectively managing the risks from fire to which staff and others who may be affected by their undertakings are exposed, including a comprehensive Fire Safety Policy which complies with the requirements of the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 (RRO) and any subsequent legislation or guidance.

1.4 Although the responsibility for the management of fire safety is implicit throughout all managerial levels of an organisation, for the purpose of clarity in this Prison Service Order, and in relation to prison establishments, the Responsible Person will primarily be defined as the person responsible for the day to day running/control of an establishment – i.e. the Governing Governor

Desired Outcomes

1.5 Effective management of the fire risks in Prison Establishments

1.6 A reduction in the number of fire related incidents across the Prison Service

1.7 Improvements in the health, safety and welfare of staff and others due to the effective management of fire risks

1.8 A reduction in the number of deaths, injuries, associated costs and damage attributed to fire events in prisons

Application

1.9 This document should be read by all Directors, Deputy Directors of Custody, Heads of Groups/Units, Governing Governors and their deputies, Health Safety and Fire Advisers and any other person with fire safety management responsibilities

Mandatory Actions

1.10 The Responsible Person must:

- Ensure the implementation of the requirements of this policy via the production of a local fire safety strategy which shall set out the organisation and arrangements for dealing with fire events, and bring this to the attention of all staff

- Ensure that a suitable and sufficient Fire Risk Assessment is completed and regularly reviewed to assess the level of existing and required fire safety systems
and provisions, and ensure that measures are implemented to eliminate or control all significant findings

- Appoint a member of the SMT as the health, safety and fire sponsor

- Ensure that access to competent fire safety advice is provided by the appointment of staff designated for specific fire safety duties, and ensure that the number of persons appointed have sufficient time available to allow them to fulfil their functions

- Ensure the implementation of such fire safety arrangements that will provide for the safety of all relevant persons in the event of a fire or other emergency. A relevant person is defined under the RRO as any person (including the responsible person) who is or may be lawfully on the premises and any person in the immediate vicinity of the premises who is at risk from a fire on the premises.

- Ensure that where Respiratory Protective Equipment (RPE) is provided, all operational staff are trained in its use, able to wear the RPE and receive the required annual refresher training

- Ensure the provision of suitable and sufficient fire detection and warning systems, smoke control systems, fire fighting equipment, escape routes, emergency lighting and ensure that adequate fire safety signs are posted

- Provide sufficient systems for the inspection, maintenance and servicing of fire detection and warning systems, smoke control systems, fire fighting equipment, escape routes and emergency lighting

- Implement arrangements to ensure the safety of any relevant person with disabilities in the event of a fire

- Ensure that staff, and all other relevant persons are given fire safety information, instruction, induction and training (during the working day) on the identified fire risks, safe systems of work, control measures and evacuation procedures

- Ensure that arrangements are in place for consultation with staff on fire safety issues

- The Responsible Person shall implement a system for reporting and investigating all fires using RIVO

- Ensure co-operation and co-ordination with the other employers that have relevant persons on site

- Ensure that, where substances that may cause a fire or explosion are stored or used, that sufficient precautions are in place to reduce any risks from such substances so far as is possible

- Ensure that regular and effective liaison takes place between the premises and the local Fire and Rescue Service and other emergency services

- Have in place arrangements to regularly audit, monitor and review fire safety performance, utilising the NORCET evaluation tool.

1.11 All establishments which have closed cellular or cubicle accommodation (for not more than four persons) fitted with inundation points, must have a sufficient number of RPE sets readily available for immediate use in the event of a cell fire occurring.
1.12 All establishments must be working towards achieving 100% of all operational personnel being trained in the use of, and able to wear the RPE, so as to enable any cell fire to be effectively dealt with by staff wearing RPE at any time, both day and night. The level of operational staff trained in, and able to wear the RPE, should not fall below 80%.

1.13 RPE must be issued and available at all establishments which meet the criteria shown in 5.3 and all wearers must receive both initial and refresher training at the frequencies described in this Instruction.

Resource Impact

1.14 Directors, Deputy Directors of Custody, Heads of Groups/Units and Governing Governors should already have systems in place for effectively managing the fire safety risks in their areas of control.

1.15 It is recognised that, to ensure competence under the RRO, there is a need for staff that undertake the role of Health Safety and Fire Advisor and Skilled Delivery Specialist: Fire Safety* (*Integrated Band 4 HSF Adviser role under the new re-structure) to be trained to a competent standard.

1.16 Therefore within twelve months of appointment all establishment Health Safety and Fire Advisors and SDS Fire Safety must successfully complete the Prison Service Fire Advisers Course

(Approved for Publication)

Carol Carpenter
Director of Human Resources, NOMS
2. **FIRE SAFETY POLICY**

**Legislation**

2.1 In relation to prison establishments, the RRO places a legal duty on the ‘Responsible Person’ to implement general fire safety precautions that will ensure, so far as is possible, the safety of all relevant persons who may be affected by his/her undertakings and to take reasonable precautions to ensure that the premises are safe. The RRO also requires, in summary, the Responsible Person to:

- Carry out an assessment of the risks from fire.
- Prepare a policy on fire safety which sets out the arrangements for the effective planning, organisation, control, monitoring and review of the preventative and protective measures that are implemented to manage the identified fire risks.
- Appoint competent persons in relation to fire safety matters.
- Provide fire safety information, induction, instruction and training for employees.

2.2 The RRO refers to the individual with responsibility for ensuring that the requirements of the Regulations are met as the ‘Responsible Person’. For the purpose of this PSI the Responsible Person for individual prisons will be the Governing Governor, with Directors, Deputy Directors of Custody and Heads of Groups/Units having responsibility for ensuring that the requirements of the RRO are met in their areas of control.

2.3 This PSI sets out the core policy requirements to ensure compliance with the RRO.

**Responsibilities**

2.4 The National Executive Management Committee (NEMC) of the Service is responsible for:

- The health, safety and welfare of its staff.
- Conducting the business of the Service so as not to endanger the health and safety of others who may be affected by its undertakings.
- Ensuring that systems are in place to effectively manage fire safety.
- Ensuring that the Service’s Fire Safety performance is reviewed annually.

2.5 At a strategic level the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) is responsible for ensuring so far as is possible, the safety in relation to fire, of all relevant persons who may be affected by the Service’s undertakings. This responsibility is delegated through the management line to Directors, Deputy Directors of Custody, Heads of Groups/Units and Governing Governors.

2.6 This PSI sets out the actions that Responsible Persons must take to ensure that systems are in place to effectively manage the risk from fire to which relevant persons are exposed and to ensure compliance with current legislation.

2.7 At establishment level, responsibility for fire safety extends down through every level of management and as such:
Line managers must ensure that all staff in their charge remain in compliance with policies and annual training requirements, with all operational staff being trained in the Safe Systems of Work for dealing with cell fires. This must be incorporated into individual SPDR’s as an annual objective.

Individual members of staff have a duty to know and understand the fire routine laid down for the particular department in which they are at work and must ensure that they remain in compliance with policies and annual training requirements relevant to their position held.

Fire Safety Policy

2.8 The RRO requires the Responsible Person to effectively plan, organise, control, monitor and review the preventative and protective measures that are implemented to manage the identified risks from fire. This will also include liaison with the MOJ Estates department to plan and programme for any identified fire safety improvement works that cannot be resolved at source.

2.9 The CEO and the NEMC are committed to ensuring so far as is possible, the safety from fire of all relevant persons who may be affected by their undertakings.

2.10 The CEO is responsible for developing the Prison Service Fire Safety Policy and this is done through the issue of this PSI and related fire safety guidance documents for all establishments to adhere to.

2.11 In addition to the guidelines in PSI 9/2014 - Incident Management, the Responsible Person must have in place a Fire Safety policy for the establishment, and this policy must:

- Include a general fire safety policy statement, which sets out the ownership and clear commitment of all managers to the policy.
- Demonstrate, for their establishment, how fire safety is to be planned, implemented, measured and audited, including the allocation of individual responsibilities.
- State the arrangements for monitoring performance.
- State the arrangements for carrying out the policy i.e. the systems and procedures.

2.12 The Responsible Person must ensure that the Fire Safety Policy is brought to the attention of all staff. All policy arrangements must be reviewed when any significant changes take place, but at least annually. Any changes must be brought to the attention of all staff.

Line managers at all levels are responsible for ensuring that fire safety prevention and protection measures particular to their area of control are implemented.

Co-operation and Co-ordination

2.13 Where other relevant persons are on site, for example, healthcare or education providers, the Responsible Person must co-operate and co-ordinate with each employer to ensure that the fire precautions and protective measures are effective throughout the establishment. Co-operation and co-ordination will include:

- Identifying the nature of any risks from fire and how they might affect others in or around the premises.
- Taking all reasonable steps to inform each other of the risks to other employees’ health, safety and welfare arising out of their own employees’ work.
• Co-operating with each other so as to comply with relevant legislation and policies.
• Co-ordinating the various measures that have been taken to reduce the risks from fire including contingency planning.

2.14 Where other relevant persons, for example, healthcare or education providers work on site, the Responsible Person must co-operate and co-ordinate with each employer to ensure that staff receive the relevant fire safety induction on their first day of work at the establishment.

2.15 The Responsible Person must also co-operate and co-ordinate with each employer to ensure that staff receive any appropriate additional fire safety training that is relevant to their work, for example Safe Systems of Work for dealing with cell fires.
3. **ORGANISATION**

**Fire**

3.1 *The Responsible Person must appoint a member of the Senior Management Team as the Health, Safety and Fire Sponsor, to assist the Responsible Person in the co-ordination of all fire safety activities within the establishment and to ensure effective implementation of the local fire policies. The Health, Safety and Fire Sponsor must be trained to IOSH Managing Safely standard.*

3.2 All Health, Safety and Fire Sponsors are to attend and complete the combined SMT Health Safety and Fire Sponsor Training Course within twelve months of appointment.

**Access to Competent Advice**

3.3 *The Responsible Person must ensure they have access to competent advice on fire safety matters through the appointment of a suitably qualified Health Safety & Fire Advisor and Skilled Delivery Specialist Fire Safety.*

3.4 *Health Safety and Fire advisors and Skilled Delivery Specialist Fire Safety must successfully complete the Prison Service Fire Safety Advisor Training Course within twelve months of their appointment.*

**Time for Competent Persons to carry out the Role**

3.5 *The Responsible Person, via their dedicated establishment Cluster Lead, Regional Health Safety & Fire Adviser, must ensure that an assessment of the needs of their particular establishment takes place, so as to determine the time required by the competent persons to carry out the role of Health Safety and Fire Advisor and Skilled Delivery Specialist Fire Safety and ensure that sufficient time is made available.*

**Consultation with Employees**

3.6 *The Responsible Person must have arrangements in place for consultation on fire safety issues with staff through their appointed safety representatives and non-trade union members of staff. Health, Safety and Fire Committees and Whitley councils provide formal forums for such discussions.*
4. **PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTING**

**Introduction**

4.1 Planning is essential for the effective implementation of fire safety policies. It is concerned with the prevention of all fires and associated losses, through the identification, elimination and control of hazards and risks. Planning and implementing will include the following:

- Assessment of all the significant fire risks to which relevant persons are exposed whilst in the particular establishment.
- Operational plans to implement measures to eliminate or control the identified risks.

**Fire Risk Assessment**

4.2 The Responsible Person must ensure that a suitable and sufficient assessment of the risks from fire to which relevant persons may be exposed is carried out.

4.3 Fire risk assessments must be carried out by a competent person.

4.4 The fire risk assessment must identify persons who are especially at risk from fire such as young people, parents with babies, the elderly or infirm, prisoners and people with special needs.

4.5 The fire risk assessment must include risks from any dangerous substances which could cause a fire or explosion.

4.6 The fire risk assessment must include the risks presented from those with a relevant history of arson or fire setting, including the setting of cell fires

4.7 The fire risk assessment must identify the general fire precautions that need to be implemented to comply with the requirements of the legislation.

4.8 The fire risk assessment may sometimes indicate that the elimination or control of the risk requires a built or engineered solution that will be delivered via the MOJ Fire Safety Improvement Programme. Where this is the case, the Responsible Person must ensure that, until the required work is completed, suitable and sufficient interim measures are implemented to reduce the risk to a tolerable level.

4.9 The significant findings of the fire risk assessment must be recorded. This must include any persons who have been identified as being especially at risk, including prisoners.

4.10 The significant findings are to be incorporated into an action plan which must be signed by the Responsible Person, regularly reviewed and seen through to conclusion.

4.11 NOMS Fire Risk Assessments are to be completed using PAS 79:2012 – Fire Risk Assessment Guidance and Recommended Methodology. Guidance and assistance on carrying out a fire risk assessment can be provided by the National Fire Safety Advisers, who are part of the National Fire Safety Team based out of Headquarters in London.

**Review of Fire Risk Assessments**

4.12 Fire Risk Assessments must be reviewed regularly and in particular when there is reason to believe that they are no longer valid, for example:

- Following an outbreak of fire.
Following the failure of existing fire precautions e.g. fire detection and alarm systems.

Following substantial changes to furniture or fittings.

Following alterations to the building, including internal layout.

If the prison is re-rolled.

Following a change of use of the building.

At least annually.

Contingency Planning

4.13 In addition to the guidelines in PSI 09/2014 - Incident Management it is a requirement of the RRO that the Responsible Person must establish and, where necessary, give effect to appropriate procedures, including safety drills, to be followed in the event of serious and imminent danger to relevant persons. The Responsible Person must develop record and implement the procedures to be followed in the event of fire or other emergency including the nomination of a sufficient number of competent persons to implement and regularly test the arrangements.

4.14 All such procedures must take account of periods when staffing levels are reduced such as at night or at weekends.

4.15 The Responsible Person must ensure that contingency plans are fit for purpose. To ensure that staff are fully aware of the procedures they must follow in the case of a fire or other emergency, annual fire evacuation drills must be carried out for all occupied buildings. The effectiveness of the procedures for evacuation should be evaluated and any significant issues should be addressed.

4.16 The Responsible Person must ensure that a sufficient number of staff to implement contingency plans are appointed, suitably trained and available at all times.

Cell Fires

4.17 The Responsible Person must ensure that all operational staff are trained in the use of and able to wear the RPE, and are trained in the national Safe Systems of Work to be followed in the event of a cell fire. (Annex A and also refer to notes on training for other employers/occupiers)

4.18 The Responsible Person must ensure that all relevant persons with any form of mobility impairment, or other disability which may affect their ability to respond to a fire, have in place procedures for their safe evacuation. In these cases the use of Personal Emergency Evacuation Plans (PEEP’s) must be developed and implemented.

Fire Fighting Equipment

4.19 The Responsible Person must ensure that suitable and sufficient fire fighting equipment is provided for the risks in their area of control.

4.20 All staff that may be required to use fire fighting equipment must be trained in its safe use.

Fire Detection, Warning and Smoke Control Systems
4.21 The Responsible Person must ensure, to the extent that it is appropriate, that automatic fire detection, warning and smoke control systems are installed.

4.22 The Responsible Person must ensure that all fire safety systems are adequately inspected, serviced and maintained in accordance with the relevant British Standards, manufacturer’s instructions, associated NOMS policies and contracts and MOJ Technical Standards

**Maintenance**

4.23 The Responsible Person must ensure that any facilities, fire safety systems, equipment and devices provided in respect of the premises for fire safety purposes, must be subject to a suitable system of maintenance and repair; maintained in an efficient state and working order at all times, and be in good repair in accordance with British Standards, manufacturer’s instructions, NOMS Policies and MOJ Technical Standards

4.24 The Responsible Person must ensure that any remedial action identified is completed within an agreed timescale with suitable and appropriate mitigation measures being implemented in the interim period.

**Emergency Routes and Exits**

4.25 The Responsible Person must ensure that the routes to emergency exits and the exits themselves are kept clear of obstructions and combustible materials at all times, and available for immediate use.

4.26 The Responsible Person must ensure that suitable and sufficient emergency lighting is provided and there should be regular visual checks, at a frequency determined by the FRA and the appropriate British Standard, for the area concerned.

**Fire Signs and Notices**

4.27 The Responsible Person must ensure that an appropriate number of adequate fire safety signs are posted throughout their areas of control

4.28 Fire signs and notices, as required by Health and Safety (Signs and Notices) Regulations 1996, and also in accordance with BS 5499, and BS EN ISO 7010, must be posted to ensure that staff and other relevant persons can identify escape routes, emergency procedures and locate first aid fire fighting equipment.

**Fire Investigation and Reporting**

4.29 All confirmed fires must be reported immediately to the local fire and rescue service using the 999 system

4.30 All serious fires must be reported to the Head of Fire Safety (NOMS), a National Fire Safety Adviser and the National Operations Unit.

4.31 All fires, regardless of size, must be investigated and recorded on RIVO Safeguard and the Incident Recording System and a record of all fires must be maintained by each establishment. Any remedial action required as a result of an investigation must be implemented, for example the removal of and/or controlled access to smoking materials

4.32 After any fire event the fire risk assessment for the premises must be reviewed

4.33 For all suspected cases of arson/deliberate ignition, an adjudication should be opened within the normal time-limits in order to consider the evidence. If it is considered necessary the adjudication can then be adjourned for the case to be fully considered by the police. If
the police decline to pursue a prosecution the adjudication may be re-opened and dealt with under PSI 47/2011 - Prison Disciplinary Procedures.

4.34 Following any deliberately set fire, the Responsible Person must also take action in line with the requirements of PSI 31/2013 with a view to recovering the cost of damage to prison property. A written record of the outcomes/decisions of such procedures must be accurately recorded by the Responsible Person.

4.35 In all cases where arson/deliberate ignition is suspected, the correct procedures for the preservation of the crime scene must be adhered to.

4.36 Any person suspected of arson/deliberate fire setting is to be referred to the in-house Mental Health Teams and or the Psychology Departments for assessments to be undertaken. This is to ensure that any treatment programmes, support services or further referral process can take place to help prevent re-occurrences. Where the prisoner has been identified as being at risk from harm to self, and is being supported under the ACCT process, and where they are already under the care of the prisons’ mental health in-reach team, both the Safer Custody Manager and Head of Healthcare must be notified.

4.37 Fires giving rise to the following must be reported to the HSE’s RIDDOR reporting centre as a Dangerous Occurrences:

- Any explosion or fire caused by an electrical short circuit or overload (including those resulting from accidental damage to the electrical plant) which either —
  
  I. Results in the stoppage of the plant involved for more than 24 hours; or
  
  II. Causes a significant risk of death.

- Malfunction of smoke-hoods

- Fire causing the closure of plant or premises for more than 24 hours.

4.38 Fires giving rise to the following must be reported to the HSE’s RIDDOR reporting centre as Fatalities or Injuries:

- Fires giving rise to an employee’s death or incapacity for work for more than 7 days (including non-working days)

- Fires giving rise to a prisoner’s death or attendance at hospital for treatment where the fire arises from the way in which work, plant or premises has been managed.

Guidance on reporting is available in Guidance Note 06/2010 available via the RIVO library.

Provision of Information to Staff

4.39 Staff must be provided with comprehensive and relevant information on:

- The significant findings from the fire risk assessment

- The preventative and protective measures in place to reduce the risk

- Procedures to be followed in the case of a fire

- The identity of persons nominated with responsibility for fire safety
• Where the workplace is shared, the risks from fire from the other employer’s or occupier’s undertakings.

4.40 Where children under the age of 18 are employed (e.g. on work placements) the parent or guardian of the child must be provided with information on the fire risks to which the child will be exposed and the control measures in place to reduce the risk.

4.41 Where a dangerous substance, which may cause fire or explosion, is used, the relevant persons, who may be affected by the risk, must be provided with comprehensive information on the substance, the nature of the risk and the measures taken to reduce the risk.

4.42 The Responsible Person must ensure that all staff are provided with comprehensive and relevant information on the fire risks to which they are exposed and the preventative and protective measures which are in place.

4.43 The Responsible Person must ensure that, where employees from an outside organisation are working in an establishment or area of their control, the employer of those employees is also provided with comprehensive and relevant information on the fire risks to which their employees may be exposed and the preventative and protective measures which are in place to ensure their safety from the effects of fire.

Provision of Information to Prisoners

4.44 The Responsible Person must ensure that prisoners are provided with information on the local arrangements for dealing with fire. This will normally be done during the prisoner induction process. Where prisoners are employed to work, they must be provided with comprehensible fire safety instruction relevant to the work environment. All information instruction and training provided to prisoners’ must be recorded.

Training

4.45 All staff, whether directly or indirectly employed, must be provided with adequate fire safety induction, information, instruction and training;

• At the time when they are first employed i.e. induction training within the first week of employment

• On being transferred to an unfamiliar area or workplace

• On the introduction of new work equipment, technology or a change to existing equipment

• The introduction of new systems of work or a change to the systems of work already in use

4.46 Training must:

• Include adequate information on the risks, control measures and evacuation procedures

• Be repeated annually

• Be adapted to take account of any new or changed risk

• Be appropriate to the risk identified by the risk assessment
• Take place during working hours.

4.47 All newly employed operational staff must receive fire safety induction, information, instruction and training during their POELT course. This will include training in the wearing and use of the Respiratory Protective Equipment (RPE) and the SSOW to be followed in the event of a cell fire.

4.48 Fire Safety training for all directly employed staff has also been developed through Civil Service Learning and the Justice Academy, and all staff must be trained to this standard. This training must be completed on an annual basis.

4.49 The Responsible Person must ensure that all staff, either directly or indirectly employed, receives fire safety induction, training and instruction as required by their role within the establishment.

4.50 The Responsible Person must ensure that an accurate and up to date fire safety training record is kept for all staff and all other relevant persons operating in their establishment.

Monitoring Performance

4.51 The Responsible Person must have procedures in place to monitor the fire safety performance of employees in their areas of control.

4.52 The Health Safety and Fire Advisor via the establishment Health and Safety Committee is responsible for ensuring the quality of fire safety inspections and for identifying any remedial action which may need to be carried out following an inspection.

4.53 The Health Safety and Fire Advisor and the Skilled Delivery Specialist (Fire Safety) must be ex-officio members of the Health and Safety Committee and fire safety should be a standing item on the agenda.

4.54 Establishments must complete and return Quarterly NORCET returns to self-assess progress on plans and compliance. These are monitored and reported at national and regional level and include indicators such as rates of cell fires and take up of RPE training. These are summarised quarterly to NEMC HSF Sub-committee.

Audits

4.55 A formal audit of the systems in place to manage fire safety is to be carried out every four years at each establishment by the Internal Audit and Assurance Group (IAA).

4.56 The Responsible Person must ensure that any recommendations made as a result of an IAA or Crown Premises Inspection Group (CPIG) fire safety audit are dealt with in accordance with the action plans generated as a result of the audit.

Dangerous Substances

4.57 The Dangerous Substances and Explosive Atmosphere Regulations (DSEAR) 2002 set out the measures that the Responsible Person must implement to ensure the health and safety of employees and others where substances that may cause a fire or explosion are used or stored.

4.58 The RRO requires the Responsible Person to carry out an assessment of the risks from dangerous substances as described by DSEAR and put measures in place to eliminate or control risks.
4.59 Where a dangerous substance, which may cause a fire or explosion, is present the Responsible Person must ensure that the risks to all relevant persons who may be affected by the risks are eliminated, reduced and controlled as far as is possible.

4.60 Where possible a dangerous substance or use of a dangerous substance must be replaced with a substance which either eliminates or reduces the risks.

4.61 Where it is not possible to eliminate the risks, the Responsible Person must ensure that measures are implemented and maintained to:

- Control the risk
- Mitigate the detrimental effects of a fire.
- Ensure that arrangements are in place for the safe handling, storage and transport of dangerous substances and waste containing dangerous substances.

Guidance

4.62 Fire Safety guidance documents may be issued to underpin this PSI and will be listed in the Associated Documents Section
5. **Respiratory Protective Equipment (RPE) & Safe Systems of Work for Cell Fires**

**Purpose**

5.1 The purpose of this chapter is to set out the arrangements for the use and maintenance of Respiratory Protective Equipment (RPE) across the Public Sector Prison Estate of England & Wales.

**Purpose of the Equipment**

5.2 RPE will be used by prison staff, as part of the Cell Fire – Safe System of Work (See Flowchart at Annex A). RPE will provide staff with up to 15 minutes respiratory protection from smoke and toxic fumes (10 minutes working duration with 5 minute safety duration). It is intended for this limited purpose only and must not be used for general fire fighting duties or for escorting fire service staff.

**Use of the Equipment**

5.3 For safety reasons the use of RPE is limited to incidents involving cells or small cubicles designed for not more than 4 persons, which are fitted with inundation points. Use of RPE in larger areas would be dangerous in that staff might become disorientated and the equipment is only intended for Safe Cell Removal of Prisoner(s) that would take less than 10 minutes.

5.4 Where establishments have closed corridor design access to cells, which are not fitted with mechanical smoke extraction systems, the corridors may become smoke-logged. Movement along such corridors wearing RPE may substantially reduce the effective working time for the equipment.

5.5 Inundation of a cell is only to be carried out by trained staff wearing RPE.

5.6 Other than in exceptional circumstances, where a prisoner is in imminent danger, RPE should only be used to enter a cell by two trained staff when it is safe to do so, only after inundation has taken place, and only when overseen by the Orderly Officer (or equivalent).

5.7 Where only one trained wearer is available and a prisoner is in imminent danger, the Orderly Officer (or equivalent) may, only if s/he is at the scene, make a decision to permit the wearer to inundate, unlock and release the prisoner from the cell, but not to enter the cell alone.

5.8 **Single wearers must not enter a cell alone.**

**Restrictions on Users**

5.9 All prison officers, with the exception of those who are on restricted duties for reasons of health or disability, will be required to wear RPE.

5.10 RPE is not designed to accommodate the wearing of spectacles. Although RPE is designed to be used in a smoke filled environment in which visibility will be severely reduced anyway, there are tasks which must be carried out while wearing the hood at the cell door – these include inundation and unlocking the cell door with the key. While many staff who wear spectacles are able to carry out these tasks safely and efficiently without the use of spectacles, some will not. **Where a member of staff normally wears spectacles, a functional assessment must be carried out – this means that the member of staff must be able to demonstrate during training that they are able to carry out these tasks safely and efficiently without the use of spectacles. Where there is any doubt on either the part of the trainer or the staff member, they must not proceed with the training and they must not use RPE.**
5.11 Staff with beards may not be able to use the RPE because the beard may interfere with the airtight seal inside the orin-nasal mask, and therefore compromising the safe functioning of the equipment.

Role and Duties of the Orderly Officer (or equivalent)

5.12 The Orderly Officer (or equivalent) must have completed the e-learning theoretical element of the RPE End User training to carry out the following duties on control and safety procedures:

- Communicate all information to a central point (Communications Room or ECR)
- Ensure that the RPE team normally consists of two trained wearers

5.13 In an emergency, where the life of a prisoner is in imminent danger and only one trained wearer is available, ensure a dynamic risk assessment is undertaken before any attempt to unlock the cell and release the prisoner is attempted – **single wearers must not enter a cell alone**

5.14 Record the time that RPE is donned and the time that the wearers are subsequently safely clear of the risk area

5.15 Instigate an emergency team (whenever practicable) to enter the risk area should the first team get into difficulties or have been in the risk area for longer than 10 minutes

Training

5.16 The Governing Governor must ensure that a trained instructor(s) is available at their establishment to deliver RPE training, and that all operational staff not falling under the restrictions as outlined in 5.4 above, will be considered as able to wear RPE and undergo RPE initial and refresher training.

5.17 The Governing Governor must ensure that staff are given sufficient time and resources to complete both the online e-learning theory element and the establishment delivered practical element of the annual refresher training.

5.18 The Governing Governor must ensure they work towards 100% of all operational staff being trained as a qualified RPE End User and have this training up to date at all times. The level of operational staff trained in, and able to wear the RPE, should not fall below 80%

5.19 For safety reasons staff must not use the equipment unless their training has been kept up to date.

5.20 Training of Service Delivery Specialists (Fire Safety) as Instructors will be conducted at PSC Newbold Revel. It will be for Governing Governors to arrange the training of sufficient staff to meet the requirement for RPE to be immediately available for use by trained staff at all times.

Facilities for RPE End User Training

5.21 Governing Governors are advised that RPE End User training consists of two elements – e-learning with assessment and a practical element with assessment.

5.22 **This practical assessment requires the end user to complete simulated ‘Safe Cell Removal of Prisoner(s)’ exercises wearing RPE. This is a mandatory element of the training and for**
end users to successfully pass the course they must achieve a 100% score following assessment by the instructor.

5.23 In order for the RPE training and assessment to be conducted successfully, it is necessary for it to be delivered in a realistic cellular environment. Therefore, access to either an actual cell or a training cell is essential. The key elements that are required are:

- Cell Door fitted with:
  i. Observation Panel
  ii. Lock
  iii. Anti-Barricade Device
  iv. Inundation Port

- Interior layout and cell furniture to be similar to that which is in common use within the individual establishment and which will be familiar to the staff receiving the training.

5.24 On no account are staff to enter the risk area or commence inundation without first donning RPE. It is therefore necessary for all staff who may be required to carry out the procedures as laid down in the ‘Cell Fires – Safe System of Work’ to have completed the relevant initial and/or refresher training.

RPE Issue, Maintenance, Servicing and Replacement

5.25 The initial roll out of RPE to establishments was delivered by Central Stores at Branston with the costs being met from central funds. Individual establishments are now responsible for meeting the RPE replacement costs and for the cost of purchasing new sets.

5.26 Secure storage cabinets are available to establishments from Central Stores at Branston. It is the responsibility of establishments to fit the storage cabinets at appropriate locations using their own resources.

5.27 RPE does not require regular maintenance at establishment level; the only requirement will be a visual inspection once per month by the SDS (Fire Safety) or any other member of staff delegated for the purpose.

5.28 The cost of recharging used sets will be borne by establishments and establishments wishing to purchase additional sets will be able to do so via IPROC.

Return of RPE Sets to Semmco for Refurbishment

5.29 Establishments are reminded that the correct procedure for the return of used RPE Sets to Semmco for refurbishment is a set out below. This procedure must be followed in order to avoid damage to sets which is both unnecessary and costly to the Service:

- Double bag each RPE set using strong bags (prisoner property bags will be adequate).

- Seal the bags (e.g. seal used for prisoner property will be adequate).

- Each RPE set must be stored in a durable transit box (Volumetric Control Box with a return label affixed to the exterior) along with its bandolier case. (Both the RPE set and bandolier case will have a unique reference number and should be treated as a pair and must remain together).
• Boxes should be secured with a seal/tag (seal used for prisoner property is adequate)

• Return all boxes to your regional depot who will replace used sets with new/refurbished ones.

5.30 NDC Branston will issue returns boxes to each of the regional depots. Regional depots will hold and supply to establishments as required. The catalogue number for these boxes is - CS802

5.31 It should be noted that Semmco will no longer accept used sets for refurbishment directly from establishments and that all returns must be made via Regional Hubs and NDC Branston using the process outlined above.

5.32 All relevant parties should be aware that NDC Branston Drivers have been instructed not to accept RPE Sets from Regional Hubs which have not been packed correctly.

5.33 Establishments are asked to return the packaging boxes in which the ’live’ sets were delivered via their Regional Hub to NDC Branston. They should be flattened, bundled and returned via the monthly NDC Branston badging run.

Return of Training Sets to Semmco for Refurbishment/Repair

5.34 Arrangements for the return of training sets to Semmco for repair/refurbishment are to be made by establishments directly with the company and on no account are they to be returned via NDC Branston.

5.35 The return of Training Sets to Semmco should be made using the national TNT courier contract.

5.36 Sets should be returned using plain packaging. Original boxes used as packaging for ‘live’ sets should not be used as these display Hazchem symbols and may be refused by the courier.

Retention of used RPE Sets for Training Purposes

5.37 It has come to the attention of Headquarters that some establishments are retaining used RPE sets for the purpose of using them as training aids.

5.38 This is an unsafe practice and must cease immediately with any such sets being returned to Semmco in the manner outlined above for refurbishment/replacement.

5.39 It should be noted that the chemical used – Potassium Superoxide (KO2) does degrade over time and will leak from the Generator Packs on the set. The liquid chemical has a corrosive nature and will cause damage to organic and non-organic substances which it may come in contact with.

5.40 Establishments should be aware that Headquarters has at no time sanctioned the retention of used sets for training purposes and has always fully endorsed and communicated the returns policy as set out in paragraph 5.29 above.

5.41 Detailed Guidance was issued by Semmco in 2010

• COSHH Safety Data Sheets are supplied with each ’live’ set supplied by the manufacturer. These should always be retained for reference.
After use at an incident, RPE must be returned to the Manufacturer for recharging and re-sealing via Central Stores at Branston, who will provide replacement sets.

The cost of recharging used sets will be borne by individual establishments.

Establishments wishing to purchase additional sets above and beyond the level of the initial issue will be able to do so via IPROC.

During 2015/16, RPE will undergo a six year life validation inspection and test, undertaken by the manufacturer, in liaison with individual establishments. Sets which successfully pass this test will be re-validated for a further three years. Those which fail will require replacement or refurbishment.
Annex A – Safe Systems of Work for Cell Fires

CELL FIRES – SAFE SYSTEMS OF WORK

1. OPERATE FIRE ALARM
2. COLLECT RPE; INUNDATION KEY; ANTI-BARRICADE KEY; HOSE REEL/WATER MIST
3. DON RPE IN CLEAN AIR – RPE MUST BE WORN FOR ALL CELL FIRES
4. TAKE ALL EQUIPMENT TO CELL DOOR & COMMENCE INUNDATION; try to establish communications with cell occupant(s)

**COMPLIANT PRISONER(S)**

- **INUNDATE**
  - **NO** Is it safe for prisoner(s) to leave the cell?
    - **NO** Close door and continue inundation as necessary or until relieved and/or Fire Service arrive
    - **YES** Immediately unlock door and invite prisoner(s) to leave

**NON-COMPLIANT PRISONER(S)**

- **INUNDATE**
  - **NO** Prisoner(s) become Compliant
    - **YES** Becomes Non-Responsive
      - **NO** Fire Out & Smoke Clears
        - **YES** C&R Controller Takes over
        - **NO**
  - **YES**

**NON-RESPONSIVE PRISONER(S)**

- **INUNDATE**
  - **NO**
  - **YES**
    - **NO** Remove prisoner(s)
    - **YES** Close door and continue inundation as necessary or until relieved and/or Fire Service arrive

ANY CELL FIRE INCIDENT MUST BE CONTROLLED AND CO-ORDINATED BY THE INCIDENT COMMANDER

INSTRUCTIONS CONTAINED WITHIN THE RPE TRAINING PACKAGE MUST BE COMPLIED WITH